african americans history culture britannica com - african americans african americans one of the largest ethnic groups in the united states are mainly of african ancestry but have many nonblack, african american neighborhood wikipedia - african american neighborhoods or black neighborhoods are types of ethnic enclaves found in many cities in the united states generally an african american, african american history wikipedia - african american history is the part of american history that looks at the history of african americans or black americans in the united states although previously, african american history archives blackpast - joe coe whose official name was george smith was an african american man who lived in omaha nebraska coe was a married father of two children and worked as a, african american history month encyclopedia britannica - african american history month african american history month a monthlong commemoration of african american history and achievement that takes place each february, african american civil rights movement 1954 1968 - the african american civil rights movement was a group of social movements in the united states their goal was to gain equal rights for african american people, explore your interests smithsonian institution - select art design history culture or science nature to discover featured collections stories video and more from around the smithsonian, gia gem encyclopedia complete list of gemstones - gem encyclopedia is a virtual journey through the science and lore of gemstones from across the globe each gem page features gemological information a buyer s, utah history encyclopedia utah education network - complete history of utah in encyclopedia form consisting of 575 articles and over 200 historic photographs edited by allan kent powell originally published by the, public education during the civil war and reconstruction - the racial balance in education also drastically changed by 1870 41 300 african american and 75 800 whites attended public schools a year later 54 300 african americans history culture britannica com